**FADGI Program: Impacts and Benefits**

**Activity**

- Digital imaging performance: includes conceptual framework, targets, metrics, and measurement tools; and provides a review of digital imaging performance metrics.
- Performance metrics for digitization projects and evaluation.
- Embedded metadata: includes specification for file headers, and development of an open source toolset for batch embedding.
- Still images: includes investigation of embedded metadata needs and toolset development for scanned motion picture film.
- Audio-video video: includes specification for file headers and development of an open source toolset for batch embedding.
- Audio-video audio: development of metadata for audio files.
- Still images: multiple activities: extensive library of published comparison format suitable for reformatted digital imaging; and online presentation in 2016-17.
- Still images: development of model SD/2 format specification for motion picture film scanning.
- Still images: initial FADGI general guideline establishes a useful document, and a parallel overview of best practices for digital imaging.
- Still images: genre guidelines for digitization: formalization of guidelines for digital imaging, especially through SHLA, and embedded development as a back-end activity.
- Audio-video audio: provides a technical overview of the formats and supported metadata.

**Working Group**

- Working Group: includes Library of Congress (LOC), National Archives and Records Administration (NARA), the Smithsonian Institution, and the National Park Service.
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**Description**

- Description: includes Library of Congress (LOC), National Archives and Records Administration (NARA), the Smithsonian Institution, and the National Park Service.
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**Calendar**

- Calendar: includes Library of Congress (LOC), National Archives and Records Administration (NARA), the Smithsonian Institution, and the National Park Service.
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**Who Contributed**

- Who Contributed: includes Library of Congress (LOC), National Archives and Records Administration (NARA), the Smithsonian Institution, and the National Park Service.
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**Next Steps**
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**Impact**
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The contributing agencies are listed according to their estimated level of effort. Most contributions are in-kind, i.e., staff time from the agencies.